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Abstract
Modeling the high velocity impact of ice was a requirement in the safety calculations for the return-to-flight of the
Space Shuttle on July 26, 2005. Ice, however, is not a common structural material and commercial finite element
programs didn't have any appropriate models. A phenomenological model with failure was developed to match
experimental ballistic tests. The model has a relatively small number of material constants, most of which have been
measured experimentally. A description of the model and comparisons of calculations to experiments are presented.

Introduction
The destructive effects of the impact of ice at high speeds is well known. For man-rated
vehicles, experiments are usually required to certify the safety of the design. Jet engines, for
example, are required to pass ice ingestion tests by the FAA. Concern about the impact of ice on
the Space Shuttle dates back to at least to the 1983 test program described by DeWolfe [1].
Analyses were rarely carried out previously for many reasons, including the absence of sufficient
computer power, software that could handle both the extreme deformations of the ice and
accurately model the structural response of the vehicle, and an accurate model for ice. Low cost
PC clusters have provided the required computer power. Finite element methods have advanced
dramatically since DeWolfe's investigation. There has been, however, little effort previously in
the development of a constitutive model for ice that can be used in finite element calculations.
The Columbia Space Shuttle tragedy motivated a large scale safety review of the Space Shuttle,
and included in that review was a requirement for certifying the ability of the leading edge of the
wing to safely sustain impacts of various types of debris [2]. The leading edge is made of carboncarbon composites, with each section costing over one million dollars. Given the wide range of
debris, impact locations, and velocities, and the many months it takes to produce a single panel, a
complete experimental test program would be prohibitively expensive and could not be
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accomplished in a timely manner. Finite element analysis, carefully validated by a series of
experiments, was therefore required to certify the Space Shuttle for flight.
After calculating the relative velocity of the leading edge and debris, analyses were limited to
low density materials that would rapidly decelerate in the atmosphere. Dense objects, such as
bolts, are not believed to endanger the leading edge since the relative impact velocity would be
low. Low density materials, such as the foam that brought down Columbia, rapidly decelerate to
the point that the Shuttle flies into the debris at a velocity up to 3000 ft./s. Ice decelerates rapidly
enough to be considered a potential problem, with a maximum expected impact velocity of up to
1000 ft./s.
Constitutive models for reinforced carbon-carbon composites and the low density foams
covering the external fuel tank are reasonably mature, and validation experiments using the
shuttle materials demonstrated their accuracy. Ice, however, is not a commercial structural
material, and aside from high velocity impact situations of interest to the aerospace industry, is
rarely subject to high strain rate impact conditions. Although ice has been studied extensively,
e.g., [3], only a very few efforts have been made to model it numerically at high strain rates
[4,5]. Attempts to use existing models, including some intended for brittle engineering materials,
demonstrated the need for an improved model.
The ice model presented here was developed under the deadlines required to return the Space
Shuttle to flight. It is phenomenological in nature, and its value was judged based on how well it
modeled the ballistic experiments. As far as possible, the material parameters have been
measured by experiments that are independent of the experiments used to validate the accuracy
of the ice model.

The Engineering Properties of Ice
This section relies heavily on the review papers by [3] and [6]. Schulson provides 180
references, and Petrovic, 48, and therefore this section only briefly summarizes the properties of
interest to the current work. Much of the literature on ice mechanics is associated with
geophysical applications or arctic ship operations, and it is not discussed here. Our focus is on
modeling ice that will do the most ballistic damage at a given velocity, i.e., the strongest,
toughest ice. We will, therefore, omit discussions about the effects of salinity, inclusions, and
other structural defects that reduce the strength of ice.
The ice used in the experiments, and characterized for NASA by Schulson, et al. [7], was
manufactured by Ice Culture, Inc. of Hensall, Ontario, Canada, because it was thought to be the
best chance to keep variations to a minimum. It is also a relatively strong ice, which is a
requirement for validating impact safety, and it is optically transparent and very near theoretical
density. Some sample compressive strengths from Schulson [7], at -10° C, are given in Table 1.
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Batch

Structure

Compressive Strength (MPa) ± 1 SD

1

Single crystals

14.8 ± 2.1

3

Columnar

7.2 ± 0.7

4

Columnar

6.1 ± 0.9

5

Columnar

9.0 ± 1.1

Table 1. Sample ice compressive strengths.
Ice can exhibit a variety of behaviors, ranging from ductile to brittle, as a function of strain rate
in compression (see Figure 1). As in tensile failure, the compressive failure stress is dependent
on the grain size. The ductile to brittle transition occurs at a strain rate on the order of 10-3 s-1,
under uniaxial compression, at temperatures on the order of -10° C. Schulson (see Figure 2)
shows a dramatic increase for polycrystal ice in the compressive failure stress from 0.5 MPa at a
strain rate of 10-8 s-1to 10 MPa at a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 then a decline to 6 MPa at 10-1 s-1 (with
considerable scatter in the data).

Figure 1. Modes of failure in ice as a function of strain rate, reprinted from [7].

Figure 2. Flow stress as a function of strain rate, reprinted from [7].
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In recent single crystal tests using thin samples in a Hopkinson bar, Shazly et al. [8] observe an
increase in compressive failure stress from ~20 MPa at 90 s-1 to 34 MPa at 882 s-1. A fit to their
data, using a static compressive failure stress of 14.8 MPa for single crystal ice is shown in
Figure 3. Note that the static failure stress for the single crystal ice is twice the value given by
Schulson for polycrystal ice. By using single crystal ice as test specimens, the normal scatter in
the ice strength is minimized, allowing the strain rate sensitivity of ice to be observed.
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Figure 3. Strain rate sensitivity for single crystal ice.

High Velocity Ice Impact Computational Modeling Background
The literature for modeling high velocity ice impacts is very small, which is not too surprising
considering that only recently has the computational power become available for this type of
simulation and the market for this research is a narrow segment of the aerospace industry.
Two papers (Kim and Kedward [4], Kim et al., [5]) modeling the impact of hail on composites
were found. The computational results were compared to simulated hail ice fired from a nitrogen
gas cannon. Their simulations were performed using a 1993 version of DYNA3D [9], an explicit
Lagrangian finite element program originally developed at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory by Hallquist [10]. A simple isotropic elastic-plastic material model with failure,
*MAT_ISOTROPIC_ELASTIC_FAILURE, was used in the calculations. Figure 4 shows an
image from an experiment and the calculated result for a 42.7 mm diameter ice ball fired at 73.5
m/s at a time of 91 μs, which corresponds to the time of the peak impact force. There is clearly a
good agreement between test and experiment on the deformed shape of the projectile. The time
histories of the calculated and measured impact force show good agreement as do the calculated
and measured strain histories in the target. The authors report that the projectile fails locally and
microcracking is evident throughout the projectile.
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Figure 4. Comparison of an experiment to a calculation of a 42.7 mm diameter ice ball fired at
73.5 m/s at a time of 91 \microseconds. Reprinted from [4].
In terms of the engineering properties discussed in the previous section, the limitations of the
model are:
1. The yield stress is not a function of the strain rate or pressure.
2. The plastic hardening modulus of the material was tuned arbitrarily to match the ballistic
test data.
3. The failure stress is the same for both tension and compression, and is not a function of
the strain rate or pressure.
A number of factors account for the success of this simple model in modeling the hail impact.
First, the moderate impact velocities only produce moderate strain rates. Second, Hertzian
contact between the spherical projectile and the flat target result in the maximum stress, where
the failure occurs, always being compressive. Since most of the projectile remains intact, the
failure model has less of a role than in a problem where the projectile completely fragments.
Finally, the properties of this ice material model were tuned to the response of their particular
test. When this model was implemented for use in ballistic impact at velocities of interest to our
program, using a cylinder instead of a sphere, the ice in the simulation did not fragment. As a
result, the calculated force in the load cell model did not match the measured test data.

A Rate Sensitive Plasticity Model for Ice with Failure
Safety calculations are naturally conservative; the ice model presented here was developed to
model a strong ice with repeatable properties. In particular, the ice examined here is a single
crystal, optically clear ice free of initial cracks. The model presented here doesn't include a
temperature dependency despite ice being a temperature dependent material. Given that the
duration of an impact experiment is measured in milliseconds, the temperature of the ice is
assumed constant during the simulation. The temperature of the ice that forms on the Shuttle
varies with its distance from the cold source, and is almost impossible to measure in situ. The
temperature of -10° C is a common value at which the strength of ice is reported. In addition, at
-10° C ice exhibits brittle behavior over the range of strain rates of interest. Therefore, all
experiments are performed at this temperature and all data used in the model are also evaluated
at this temperature or are largely temperature independent. Although this model was developed
for very strong ice, we have also used it for weaker, more commonly encountered ice types with
the appropriate compressive strength selected.
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This model uses tabular data, and interpolation between the specified points, in preference to
analytical functions for defining the dependence of the flow stress on the strain rate and pressure.
The direct use of tabular data eliminates the time consuming intermediate step of fitting the
experimental data to the analytical relations, and eliminates the error between the measured
response and the analytical relations. To emphasize which functions are tabular, a caret (^) is
placed over them.
The flow stress has a product form,
σ = sˆ( D , P) ⋅ σˆ f (ε p )

(1)

The scaling function, ŝ , is composed of two tabular functions of the strain rate at a specified
pressure, and the scaling function is determined by interpolating between them based on the
pressure.
sˆ( D , P ) = f ⋅ cˆC ( D ) + (1 − f ) ⋅ cˆT ( D )

(2)

⎛
⎛ P − PT
f = min ⎜1, max ⎜⎜ 0,
⎜
⎝ PC − PT
⎝

(3)

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

The subscripts C and T indicate compression and tension, respectively, and ĉC and ĉT are tabular
functions of the strain rate at the constant pressure PC and PT, respectively. Note that there is no
extrapolation of the data. If the material has failed, the pressure used to evaluate the flow stress
is max (0,P).

The pressure is evaluated using a tabulated equation of state with compaction,
PEOS = Cˆ (ε V ) + γTˆ (ε V )E

ε V = ln ⎛⎜ V V ⎞⎟
⎝

0

⎠

(4)
(5)

where V0 is the reference specific volume, E is the internal energy per reference volume, and γ is
the Gruneisen coefficient. Unloading occurs linearly with the bulk modulus at the peak volume
strain, and reloading occurs along the same line. A pressure cut-off limits the magnitude of the
pressure in tension,
(6)
P = max (PEOS , Pcut − off )
0
0
where Pcut −off = sˆPcut
− off and the parameter Pcut −off is the static pressure cut-off. After the material

fails, Pcut −off is set to zero. While ŝ is formally a function of the current pressure P, it is evaluated
using PEOS.
Although the pressures in the ice are below the shock pressures where a nonlinear response
would be expected and ice/water is volumetrically elastic, the compaction feature of the equation
of state has facilitated the matching of the calculated response to the experiment. In the analysis
using the linearly elastic equation of state, unrealistic pressure oscillations occurred in the
damaged ice. These pressure waves are not observed in the ballistic tests. These oscillations are
minimized in the ice model by use of the compaction feature of the equation of state. No direct,
applicable test data was available and so this relation was derived heuristically. A graph of
P = C (εν ) is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Equation of state with loading and unloading.
We have implemented two failure models. The final stress is
σ = d e ⋅ d P ⋅ (σ ′ − PI )

(7)

where de and dP are the damage variables associated with the failure due to plastic strain and
pressure respectively. The failure criterion for pressure is
T ⎫
⎧⎪0 if P > Pcut − off or P < Pfail
⎪
dP = ⎨
⎬
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
1 otherwise

(8)

The values for the pressure cutoff terms and other ice model parameters are included in Table 2.
These are typical for ice. In addition, the compressive strain rate behavior, plotted in Figure 3, is
included in tabular form as shown in Table 3. These parameters, which can be obtained by direct
material testing, are the only inputs required by the ice model. The tensile strain behavior was
unavailable and so the tensile strain rate sensitivity was assumed to be constant. The plasticity
function was assumed to be a linear tangent modulus due to limited data.

Density

.0324 lbf/in3

Young’s Modulus

1.35 106 lbs/in2

Poisson’s Ratio

.33

Pressure Cutoff in Compression
(Dependent on ice structure)

Single Crystal

715. lbs/in2

Poly Crystal

435. lbs/in2

Pressure Cutoff in Tension

62.8 lbs/in2

Table 2. Ice model input parameters for strong ice at -10° C.
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Strain rate s-1
1.0
10.0
100.0
200.0
300.0
400.0
500.0
600.0
700.0
800.0
900.0
1000.0
1100.0
1500.0
10000.0

Stress scale factor
1.00000
1.25660
1.51320
1.59044
1.63562
1.66768
1.69255
1.71287
1.73005
1.74493
1.75805
1.76979
1.78042
1.81498
2.02639

Table 3. Strain sensitivity of ice.

Two additional features have been implemented in the model but haven't been used in the safety
calculations due to the absence of sufficient data to calibrate them. Nevertheless, we believe that
they will improve the accuracy of the calculations once the appropriate values have been
determined.
Two additional features have been implemented in the model but which haven't been used in the
safety calculations to date, due to the absence of sufficient data to calibrate them. Nevertheless,
their eventual implementation will improve the accuracy of the calculations, once the appropriate
input parameters have been determined. The first feature allows the failed ice to retain some
small amount of residual strength after the ice has failed. The second addition is a visco-elastic
term, calculated using a Prony series, that is added to the stress.

Calculations and Comparison to Experiments
Finite Element Formulation
The material model was implemented in LS-DYNA [11] as material model 155 with the
keyword input *MAT_PLASTICITY_COMPRESSION_TENSION_EOS. The calculations
were performed using the explicit, multi-material Eulerian formulation for the projectile and a
Lagrangian formulation for the target. The Eulerian projectile interacts with the Lagrangian finite
element model of the target through a penalty contact formulation. In contrast to earlier
simulation efforts, the entire projectile fragments, leading to a nearly liquid behavior at late
times, see Figure 6. A Lagrangian formulation for the projectile fails at late times because of the
extreme mesh distortion and tangling.
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Figure 6. Solid to fluid transition using an Eulerian formulation
Ballistic Impact Tests and Setup
In order to validate the analytical ice model, a short series of impact tests on an instrumented
fixture, inside of a vacuum chamber, were conducted by Pereira et al. [12]. A compressed
helium gas gun was used to accelerate a sabot which carried an ice projectile. This gun is
pictured in Figure 7. A sabot catcher at the end of barrel caught the sabot and held back the
gases from the gun, maintaining the vacuum in the test chamber. Using the vacuum chamber
contributes to a more controlled impact and cleaner data. Cylindrical ice projectiles, both single
crystalline and polycrystalline, of 0.6875'' diameter and 1.66'' length, were targeted on a circular
steel plate of 2.5'' diameter and 0.75'' thickness. Gun pressure was varied such that the ice
projectiles were traveling at approximately 300, 500 and 700 feet per second when they impacted
the instrumented plate. The input parameters for the ice model are given in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 7. Two inch vacuum gun.
Tests were conducted with the plate normal to the trajectory vector, and at a 45° angle to the
trajectory vector. Immediately behind the plate was a single pre-loaded, washer type PCB
260A13 load cell. The data was processed using a 25k HZ anti-aliasing filter. Running through
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the load cell was a bolt, by which the target plate was attached to the appropriate backup
structure. A photograph of the normal test configuration is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Target plate in the normal configuration.

The steel target plate was rigid in the frequency range of interest, but the load cell, bolt, and
backup structure assembly was not. A modal survey was conducted of both the normal test
configuration and the 45° test configuration. A photograph of the 45° test configuration during
the modal survey is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Target plate in the 45° configuration with modal survey instrumentation.

The design of the target plate was a compromise between rigidity for load transfer, and low mass
for contact force transmissibility. While the plate is sufficiently rigid, its inertia is large enough
for the contact force to be somewhat attenuated before it reaches the load cell.
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Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Results
In order to accurately compare test and analysis, the finite element model of the test included the
target plate, and simple representations of the load cell, the bolt, and the backup structures,
which were correlated with the results of the modal survey.
The force time history of the analytical representation of the load cell was filtered at 25 kHZ,
similar to the filtering of the test data, and compared to the test data. As can be seen in Figures
10 (300 ft/sec), 11 (500 ft/sec), and 12 (700 ft/sec), the match between analysis and test is good.
The absence of damping in the analysis explains the ringing in the computed response compared
to the relatively smooth decay of the test signal in the experiment.
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Figure 10. Test analysis comparison at 300 ft/sec, normal orientation.
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Figure11. Test analysis comparison at 500 ft/sec, normal orientation.
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Figure 12. Test analysis comparison at 700 ft/sec, normal orientation.

To a certain extent, matching the test with the analysis is made somewhat easier by the
attenuation due to the inertia of the target plate. The actual contact force partially consists of a
very short duration impulse which is difficult to capture in the ballistic test laboratory.
Additional testing will be performed in an alternate test setup to try to capture this impulse. A
plot of the calculated contact force, with corresponding images of a test, is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Computed contact force at 500 ft/sec, with high speed images of a ballistic test.
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Comparisons of test and analysis for the 45° configuration were also made.
comparison is good and is shown in Figures 14 and 15.

Again, the
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Figure 14. Test analysis comparison at 500 ft/sec, 45° setup.
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Figure 15. Test analysis comparison at 700 ft/sec, 45° setup.

Additional comparisons were made at much lower velocities in the drop tower at NASA Langely
Research Center (LaRC) [13]. Figures 16 and 17 shows the comparison between the test data
and the analytical predictions. The shape of the ice used in the slower velocity drop (20.4 ft/sec),
was a cylinder with a half sphere on its contact side. In the higher velocity drop (100 ft/sec), the
shape of the ice was a simple cylinder and so its contact surface was flat. The varying ice
geometry, in addition to the significant difference in velocity, explains the qualitative difference
in the data between the two tests. The analysis using the ice model was successful in predicting
the differing qualitative responses.
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Figure 16. Test analysis comparison from the LaRC drop tower at 20.4 ft/sec.
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Figure 17. Test analysis comparison from the LaRC drop tower at 100 ft/sec.
It should be noted that at the lowest initial velocities, there was a significant test to test variance
in the measured LaRC drop tower forces. At the lowest initial velocities the static properties of
the ice, such as shown in Table 1, govern the forced response. Therefore, the large variances in
the static properties of the ice are reflected in the force response variance. As velocities increase
the initial kinetic energy of the ice projectile gains in importance, thereby leading to increased
repeatability of force response test data.
Some of the experiments described in references [4] and [5] were also modeled using the ice
model. A comparison of Kim and Kedward Test 54, a 1.68" diameter ice sphere impacting at an
initial velocity of 413 ft/sec, is shown in Figure 18. The ice compressive strength for this
calculation was estimated using the specified ice structure as 5.15 MPa.
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Figure 18. Test analysis comparison of Kim and Kedward Test 54; 1.68" diameter sphere
at 413 ft/sec.

Discussion
The physical phenomena which are important to capture, and are included in this ice model, are:
1. The separate failure stresses when the ice is in tension or compression. This is a well
known property of ice [3]. While the ballistic test results, which are dominated by
compressive failure, are probably not sensitive to this feature, other configurations of ice
impact can be.
2. Compressive failure is a function of the strain rate. The importance of this feature is
amply demonstrated by the test results at varying velocities.
3. Once failure has occurred, the ice's ability to carry deviatoric stress is sharply curtailed,
or eliminated. Omitting this feature produces unrealistically high peak stresses in
calculations that aren't shown.
4. Once the deviatoric stresses have been scaled, or eliminated, the ice flows like a fluid,
and this can only be modeled using an Eulerian formulation or periodic rezoning.
5. Once failure has occurred, the ability of the ice to carry hydrostatic stress is not altered,
allowing it to maintain load on the impact target. Omitting this feature and the deviatoric
stress after failure would results in the ice exerting zero stress.
6. The tabulated equation of state with compaction has been utilized to reduce physically
unrealistic stress waves in ice which has failed, but has not yet impacted the target.
Based on the less extensive testing of this model for weaker ice, the model appears to be
reasonably accurate if the compressive strength of the ice is set to the static compressive failure
value for that particular ice structure. Weaker ice tends to have less consistent properties than the
strong, single crystal ice used in the model development. As a result matching impact
experiments with any deterministic ice model becomes more difficult, particularly at lower
velocities where the structural properties of the ice dominate.
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Summary and Conclusions

A phenomenological model for ice has been developed and its predicted results compared to
experiments. The agreement between the two is both quantitatively and qualitatively better than
with other ice models we have tried. Based on the experience gained during the development of
this model, the critical aspects of its success are the independent failure stress in tension and
compression, the strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress, the ability of the failed ice to continue
to carry hydrostatic stress and the use of the Eulerian mesh.
The model has been shown to work for multiple conditions and test setups. The input to the
model is primarily based on clearly defined mechanical property tests, and requires no
adjustments based on ballistic test data. For other than single crystal ice, the model appears to be
reasonably accurate, if the material parameters are selected accordingly.
Experiments have shown that the phenomenology of ice at high strain rates has some qualitative
similarities to other brittle materials, however modeling it with classical ceramic models hasn't
produced accurate results. Additional experimental work is necessary for building the data base
needed to develop a better model of ice based on physically motivated failure mechanisms.
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